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Abstract. The problems associated with the processing of large amounts of data, 

initiated research in the field of creating special software that allows us to process this 
data online. A well-known example of such software is the MapReduce computational 
model developed and implemented by Google. The advantages of MapReduce are the 
high processing speed of large data arrays, achieved through data decomposition and 
reduction, as well as the ability to implement this model on standard hardware. Creating 
algorithms and programs that comply with the principles of the MapReduce model, 
depends on the specifics of the tasks that are solved, and relies on the software 
developers. Most of the algorithms known today are designed to process large arrays of 
data coming to a computer system online without changing data models (i.e. the data is 
processed as it enters the system in the data stream). At the same time, it is possible to 
distinguish classes of tasks for which the data on the objects under study are 
redundant, and their volume can be significantly reduced even before this data is 
available for their transformation. As is shown in the article, this class includes the tasks 
of mathematical simulation of complex engineering objects, the data models of which 
are represented in the form of mathematical equations that describe the physical states 
of the objects. The authors discuss the problems of decomposition and reduction of 
models at the level of transformations of the mentioned mathematical equations, which 
is why the authors call this approach algorithmic decomposition and reduction.  

Keywords: algorithmic decomposition and reduction, mathematical models, 
complex objects, computer simulation. 
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Анотація. Проблеми, пов’язані з обробкою великої кількості даних, ініціюва-

ли дослідження в галузі створення спеціального програмного забезпечення (ПЗ), 
яке дозволяє обробляти ці дані в інформаційних системах шляхом 
розпаралелювання обчислень та редукції моделей даних. Відомим прикладом 
такого ПЗ є обчислювальна модель MapReduce, яка розроблена та 
впроваджена компанією Google. Перевагами MapReduce є висока швидкість 
оброблення великих масивів даних та можливість її реализації на 
стандартному апаратному запезпеченні (АЗ). В основі модели MapReduce 
покладені два принипи: декомпозиція — розподіл даних серед багатьох 
обчислювальних процесів, які виконуються паралельно, та редукція — 
збирання результатів паралельних обчислень разом з метою отримання 
кінцевого результату оброблення моделей даних. Створення алгоритмів та 
програм, які відповідають принципам моделі MapReduce, залежить від 
специфіки задач, які вирішуються, і покладається на розробників ПЗ. 
Більшість відомих на сьогодні алгоритмів призначені для оброблення в 
оперативному режимі великих масивів даних, які надходять до комп’ютерної 
системи, без зміни моделей даних (тобто дані обробляються в тому вигляді, 
в якому вони потрапляють до системи в потоці даних).У той же час можна 
виділити класи задач, за якими дані про досліджувані об’єкти є надлишковими, і 
їх обсяг може бути значно зменшений ще перед тим, як ці дані потрапляють 
для їх перетворення. Як показано в статті, до такого класу належать задачі 
математичного моделювання складних технічних об’єктів, моделі даних яких 
представляються у формі математичних рівнянь, які описують фізичні стани 
об’єктів. Автори обговорюють проблеми декомпозиції та редукції моделей на 
рівні перетворень згаданих математичних рівнянь, цей підхід автори 
називають алгоритмічною декомпозицією та редукцією.  

Ключові слова: алгоритмічна декомпозиція та редукція, математичні мо-
делі, складні об’єкти, комп’ютерне моделювання.  

 
Introduction  
Various ways of presenting information in computer systems can be interpreted 

as data models that take various forms, depending on the physical content of the data 
and the purposes of their processing. Despite the variety of forms of presenting 
information about objects of different nature, the general principles of computer 
processing of big volumes of information are decomposition and reduction of data 
models using different algorithmic and computing techniques. The authors of the 
article would like to discuss these problems, based on their own experience in 
research in the processing of large-dimensional data models.  

In recent years, the field of computer processing of large data sets, which is 
considered in the context of a more general problem — Data Science — is the subject 
of active discussion in numerous journal publications, Internet, and book publications. 
The growing interest in this problem is stimulated by the development of a number of 
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areas of information technology (IT), in which the formation and effective use of data 
models created in relation to the study of large data sets play a paramount role. For 
example, we can point to such areas of IT as the development of search engines for 
WWW networks, the creation of advertising systems in the Internet, investigations of 
social networks, the solution of data-mining problems on big data sets, and a lot of 
others. Typically, this data is processed by a computer system in the form in which it 
enters the data stream. 

Along with the above-mentioned tasks of processing data streams, we can 
distinguish classes of problems, in which data on the object of study are redundant, 
and they can be significantly reduced at the stage of model building. For example, 
mathematical models of complex objects, presented in the form of mathematical 
equations describing the states and behavior of objects, have this feature. The article 
discusses two approaches to processing big data models using decomposition and 
reduction at the level of the mathematical description of characteristics of complex 
objects. An attractive feature of the described approach, which is called by the 
authors as algorithmic decomposition and reduction of data models, fits well with the 
principles of the MapReduce computational model mentioned below.  
 

Comparison of the approaches underlying Data Science with related 
research areas 

Around the beginning of the 2010s, the problems of processing large-scale data 
models began to be considered in the context of Data Science [1]. The general 
principles of data mining introduced by Data Science allow us to consider the problem 
of processing big data as an interdisciplinary research direction in modern information 
technologies. When solving problems related to the field of Data Science, it is 
important to take into account their features that distinguish such problems from those 
that are solved in related areas of IT. Thus it is advisable to compare the features of 
tasks of big data processing with tasks in related fields of information technology. In 
just a few words, we will try to compare such problems below. 

Data Science vs. Data Mining. Comparing Data Science and Data Mining we can 
conclude that in Data Mining we solve issues related to knowledge extraction from 
strictly structured data bases and warehouses (e.g., data classification, creating 
clusters of closely related data, building association rules, regression analysis, and so 
on). In contrast, Data Science techniques are intended for the analysis of both 
structured and unstructured data including numerical information, textual data 
(Semantic Web), business data analysis, and so on, which is not limited by the issue 
of knowledge extraction only, but has a much broader interpretation, and therefore 
they require the use of other processing methods. 

Data science vs. traditional statistics. Although many Data Science methods are 
based on classical statistics methods, but the accuracy of problem solving has a 
different interpretation. For example, in Data Science we deal with very large 
collections of various digital data sets, which is why statistical methods are to be 
associated with modern information technologies that ensure their rapid development, 
even if the probability of an exact solution of problems decreases. All things 
considered, we should conclude that Data Science problems involve another 
objectives and the ways of processing statistical data. 
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Data Science vs. traditional databases. Working with conventional databases 
provides for the preliminary creation of data models that reflect the relationships 
between the subject area and further data research methods. However, Data Science 
deals with data streams whose models may be not known in advance. To overcome 
this uncertainty, in Data Science, the formation of data models is carried out by a 
combination of methods of mathematical statistics, artificial intelligence, machine 
learning (in particular, deep learning), and very often without preliminary processing 
and filtering useful data and discarding useless data. 

Data Science vs. traditional analytics. Compared with the profession of an 
analyst, whose main goal is to describe phenomena based on accumulated data, 
using fairly simple resources (for example, in the form of electronic boards or, say, 
resources of the Business Intelligence class), the profile of a specialist in Data 
Science requires less Interpretation of subject areas, but at the same time requires 
deeper knowledge in the field of mathematical statistics, machine learning, 
programming and, as a rule, requires a higher level of educational profession 
(masters, doctoral students, and doctors of sciences). 

Thus even a cursory and far from incomplete comparison of the approaches 
described above gives reason to assert that existing software very often does not 
meet all the requirements arising from the features of big data. Curiously, despite the 
obvious features of big data processing tasks, the hardware requirements are not 
critical. This conclusion can be reached by turning to the Google experience.  

 
Google’s experience: hardware and software platforms used in solving Data 

Science problems 
According to Google’s experience, processing of large amounts of data can be 

implemented using traditional computer equipment [2]. Looking back at the history of 
the development of information technologies, we must admit that this situation is quite 
atypical in IT, since, as a rule, the emergence of new classes of problems and 
methods for solving them, as a rule, presents new increased requirements for 
equipment.  

For processing large data with a regular structure, Google suggested to use 
a software stack consisting of a large set of standard general-purpose equipment. 
The structure of such a computing system consists of racks comprising from 8 to 64 
nodes of computing nodes interconnected using a conventional Gigabit Ethernet 
network. This architecture may include multiple racks that are connected to each 
other through a network consisting of inexpensive switches.  

The software add-on of this system is a new type of distributed file system, which 
provides storage of large parts of data, data replication and their backup to protect 
against frequent equipment failures typical of any complex computing environment. 
The main part of the new software stack is MapReduce computing model, which 
currently has a number of implementations [2]. 

To develop and execute distributed programs running on clusters consisting of a 
large number of computing nodes, a set of utilities and libraries have been createdб 
which are included in the Hadoop framework. The latter supports the MapReduce 
computational paradigm. In accordance with this paradigm, the application is divided 
into a large number of identical tasks processed in parallel on the cluster nodes at the 
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Map stage, and the processing results are then gathered together at the final Reduce 
stage. Among other applications, this technology has been used in the 
implementation of search and contextual mechanisms on many WWW sites, for 
example, such as Yahoo! and Facebook, for solving data-mining tasks, analyzing 
data flows, building reliable search engines that are free from spam, searching for 
frequently repeated subject data sets, clustering, creating advertising on the Internet, 
developing recommendation systems, systems analyzing graphs of social networks, 
and so on. The basic attractive properties of Hadoop MapReduce can be formulated 
as follows: processing / calculation of large amounts of data; scalability; automatic 
parallelization of tasks; work on standard unreliable equipment; automatic failure 
processing of tasks. 

The disadvantage of the MapReduce paradigm is that the data is processed in its 
entirety, without regard to its informativity. At the same time, it is possible to 
distinguish classes of problems, in which data on the object of study are redundant, 
and they can be significantly reduced at the stage of the formation of data models. 
True, recently methods have been developed to reduce redundancy in MapReduce 
models, however, these methods are independent software components, and they 
are not part of the properties of the MapReduce model [2]. Thus, in contrast to the 
concept of using standard hardware, the algorithmic and software aspects of big data 
processing systems possess a number of properties different from those that 
characterize traditional computer implementations.  

Attractive properties of the MapReduce model, which are manifested in the 
processing of large-dimensional data models, serve as an incentive to search for 
algorithmic methods that have the same properties, namely, the possibility of 
decomposing the problem into a number of subtasks and reducing mathematical 
models. Below, we consider two approaches studied by the authors of the article 
when developing software for the simulation of complex engineering objects.  

 
Problem-oriented method for the reduction of large-scaled data models 
Why the reduction of huge data models is one of the central problems in compu-

ter simulation? The reason is quite obvious: even if the computer system has enough 
memory to store the entire data arrays, «grinding» huge data arrays reduces 
significantly the data processing speed, since a lot of the processor time will be 
wasted on the useless processing of that data, which may be not essential for the 
solution of a given problem.  

Before describing our approach, we give examples of two methods that solve the 
problems of data redundancy. A well-known technique of reduction of big data sets is 
based on the principle component analysis (PCA) [3], which is a statistical procedure 
that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly 
correlated attribute values of the object to be studied into a set of values of linear 
uncorrelated variables called principle components. The latter are arranged in 
sequence in accordance with their influence on the characteristics of the investigated 
object. By discarding a certain number of components located at the tail of this series, 
we can reduce the dimension of the data array. PCA is used in many fields, including 
econometrics, bioinformatics, image processing, data compression, and the social 
sciences. Unfortunately, PCA is sensitive to the relative scaling of the original 
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variables and is not usable if the problem solution requires physical interpretation of 
the obtained results of data processing. 

The singular value decomposition (SVD) is another well-known approach to the 
reduction of large-scale data represented in the matrix form [4]. In SVD, a real or 
complex matrix M is factorized to the orthonormal matrices U and V and diagonal 
matrix D, whose elements are singular values. Choosing some singular values and 
discarding other singular values, we thereby can reduce the total dimension of the 
data. The method is the generalization of the eigendecomposition of a positive 
semidefinite normal matrix (for example, symmetric matrix with non-negative 
eigenvalues) to any matrix. It has many useful applications in signal processing and 
statistics in cases when we deal with matrices of the mentioned type.  

Hence, the investigation of the above methods show us that each of them has 
certain principle restrictions, which are not acceptable in the case of simulation of 
engineering objects, apart maybe some special cases. Faced with these difficulties, 
the software developers should turn to the mathematical foundations of the problem 
of the reduction of large-scaled state models of complex objects.  

What is the basis for the belief that mathematical models of complex technical 
objects can be reduced? The principle of Ishlinsky [5] states that complex objects in 
the transition process behave approximately as objects of the second or third orders. 
In particular, it follows that if temporal processes in a complex object are described by 
a large system of differential equations, then there must be a way to reduce the 
dime sion of this system, and a «correctly» reduced model will describe temporal 
processes for the entire system with a required accuracy. And Tikhonov [6] showed 
that a model of objects with lumped parameters that admits the aforementioned 
reduction can be represented in the form of a system of ordinary differential equations 
(ODEs) with singular perturbations. 

The Tihonov’s singularly perturbed sets of ordinary differential equations can be 
considered as a type of the perturbed parametric ODEs. Such a set of equations is 
usually presented in the vector form as follows: 

 & J� �r� = >�r, N�, r�0� = rZ, r ∈ �f, �� N � = H�r, N�, N�0� = NZ, N ∈ �3,        (1) 

 
where x and y are the n-dimensional and m-dimensional time-dependent sub-vectors 
of state variables determined in the time domain [0, T] and real spaces, and μ > 0 is 
the n-dimensional matrix of small in magnitude parameters. For the simplicity, we can 
consider μ as the diagonal matrix. The initial conditions for state variables x and y are 
given by the rZ and NZ vectors. It was stated that subset of equations (1,a) describes 
relatively fast processes in the analyzed object within a relatively narrow time interval 
about the initial time region (the boundary layer, as it is called) t ∈ [0, τ], where τ << T, 
and equation (1,b) — relatively slow processes beyond the boundary domain. The 
simplest example of model (1) is the set of two equations. Setting μ = 0, we obtain a 
zero-order approximation model: 
 &  J� 0 = >�r, N�, �� N� = H�r, N�, N�0� = NZ.       (2) 
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Formally, the solution process of (2) consists of three phases: (a) resolving (2,a) 
with respect to variable x, we can represent x as a function of y : r = ��N�, (b) 
substituting this into (2,b), we can obtain the equation containing variable y only: N� =H���N�, N�, and (c) solving this with respect to variable y with the initial conditions N�0� = NZ and then substituting y into r = ��N�, we can obtain the desired solution of 
the reduced set of equations (2). By the way, simultaneous solution of the mixed set 
of algebraic and differential equations (2) is a normal practice [7]. The similar process 
can be built, when we deal with the multidimensional models of type (1). 

Unfortunately, such an approach possesses considerable imperfections. First, 
difficulties arise when equation (2,a) possesses a number of roots (which takes place, 
when (2,a) is an algebraic nonlinear equation), and therefore vector function r = ��N� 
may be nonunique. According to the theory of singularly perturbed ODEs [6], if the 
solution of equation N� = H���N�, N� approaches the solution of the initial equation N� =H�r, N� within a certain domain (x, y)∈ ^, then r = ��N� is called the stable root of 
equation (2,a) and D is called the attraction domain of the stable root. Thus, in the 
process of numerical solution of (2,a), it is necessary to provide for the choice of 
stable roots, which is associated with additional computational costs. 

The second problem related to the zero-order approximation model (2) is that this 
model ignores initial values x0. As a consequence, even if we select stable roots of 
(2,a), the solution of the reduced equations (2) may lay far away from the solution of 
the initial perturbed equations (1) within the boundary layer [0, τ].  

To overcome the mentioned impediment, Tikhonov’s approach offers the 
presentation of state variables in (1) as sums of terms of two types: slow and fast 
variables: 

 a�£, �� = ∑ ��a�̅�£� + ∑ �� ∏ â��å�/��Z/��Z ,    (5)  
 

where terms z(t, μ) is the generalized notation for the x(t, μ) and y(t, μ) subvectors. 
Terms a�̅�£� in (5) represent relatively slow components of z(t,μ) (they are called 

regular components), and terms ∏ â��å�  represent relatively fast components of z(t,μ) 

(they are called irregular, or singular components of z(t,μ)). The expression (5) shows 
that each variable in (1) (both x(t, μ) and y(t, μ)) consists of two components that 
change in different time scales, namely, the first term in (5) is related to the regular 
part of the series in the t time scale, and the second term is related to the singular 

part of the series that change mainly within the boundary layer in the time scale  = �
�. 

Moreover, it is known [6] that solving those equations with respect to fast variables, 
we can assume that slow variables become unchanged within the boundary layer, 
and then solving the equations with respect to slow variables, we should not solve 
differential equations with respect to fast variables, because (as was mentioned 
above) they can be computed as nonlinear functions of slow variables. Another 
words, we take assumptions that slow variables are quasi-stationary within boundary 
layer [0, τ], and fast variables — beyond that layer. The solution process can be 
divided into two processes realized concurrently — solving subsystem (1,a) with 
respect to fast components and subsystem (1,b) — with respect to slow variables. 
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As a rule, the absence of small parameters in model (1) is caused by the fact that 
various second-order effects are taken into account in the state models of complex 
objects. For example, in models of very large integrated circuits (VLSI), they are 
caused by weak interactions between the components of the integrated circuit on 
a semiconductor substrate and/or two- and three-dimensional effects [8]. Typically, 
different groups of small parameters possess different values, thus if there are N 
groups of small parameters, then μ in (1) can be presented as a matrix consisting of N 
submatrices of small parameters μ = [μ1, μ2, … , μN ]. Each group of small parameters 
defines its own boundary layer, and, therefore, in the described situation, the entire 
time domain [0, T] is divided into N different boundary layers and the time domain 
outside them. It can be shown [6] that under these conditions the process of solving 
(1) can be divided into parts in such a way that in each of the boundary layers a 
system of significantly lower dimension will be solved with respect to only those state 
variables that change precisely in this boundary region, under the assumption that the 
remaining variables are quasi-stationary. In [9], the authors of the article proposed an 
algorithm for solving equations (1) that implements this idea using artificial neural 
networks. The block diagram of the solution process is shown in Fig.1 for the case 
when there are N boundary layers and a single time domain beyond the boundary 
layers. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  
. . . 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. The structure of model (1) decomposition and reduction 
 
Building a multi-level machine-learning data model based on the hierarchi-

cal decomposition 
As is known, machine learning methods are an integral part of artificial 

intelligence systems, which provide training on examples (such as artificial neural 
networks [10]). Simultaneously, with the development of deep machine learning 
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methods [11], they penetrate new areas of human activity, significantly changing 
technologies of computer simulation of objects of various nature (in ecology, social 
research, and investigation of complex object behavior), and gained the status of one 
of the scientific areas of research objects based on data.  

The classical approach to building systems capable of self-learning is that models 
of the objects under study are formed on the basis of test samples, and then these 
models are used to solve specific problems, and the models themselves remain 
unchanged (we call such models conservative). 

With the complication of investigated objects, the effectiveness of the mentioned 
classical approach based on the formation of conservative models is reduced. The 
reason for this state of affairs lies in the fundamental difference between the 
«ordinary» and complex objects: the behavior of complex objects is poorly 
predictable, and therefore it is rather difficult to foresee the possible states of the 
studied objects in conservative models. A way out of this situation is the 
implementation of a flexible strategy for the formation of models, namely: models are 
built and refined iteratively in the process of receiving new data about the object 
under consideration.  

For example, when solving the problem of pattern recognition at the first level, the 
system can learn to distinguish between objects such as cars, human faces, and 
plants. Further, if the system recognized that the vehicle under study is, say, a car, 
then at the second level it will probably need to set the type of car (cargo, passenger, 
etc.), at the third level — the motor car. Principally, such a structure of model 
formation becomes possible if the system for simulation of complex objects is divided 
into several levels. At each level, object models are replenished with new details that 
were not taken into account at the previous stages of simulation. This multi-level way 
of forming models is conceptually close to deep learning techniques. If object models 
are formed in the process of object research, such models can be treated as adaptive 
models (in contrast to the above conservative models). 

Unfortunately, this promising approach to simulation of complex objects, which has 
proved its worth in a number of areas of modern information technology, remains little 
studied in the technologies of engineering design of technical objects. The authors would 
like to draw the reader's attention to this issue by presenting some results of their 
research in the field of developing a computer-aided design system for integrated circuits.  

As is known, the process of VLSI computer design consists of a number of stages: 
formalization of the technical specifications, construction of VLSI architecture, circuit 
design, physical design of VLSI components (transistors, capacitors, resistors), and 
the development of technological route maps. At each of these stages, sets of models 
are generated, which can be ordered by the levels of accuracy. As an example, let us 
consider the stage of physical design of components of a semiconductor VLSI. 

It is a well-known fact that mathematical simulation of any semiconductor device 
is based on the analysis of the set of fundamental physical equations [12]. 

1. The equation for electron (n) and hole (p) current densities:: 
                                    pnrpnqDEpnqnpnJ ,,,,   ;                                       (6)   

2. The equation for electron and hole continuities: 
                                         qRtpnqpndivJ  /,, m ;                                           (7) 
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3. Poisson’s equation for potentials:  

                                             ))(/1(2 Nnps   ,                                        (8) 

where q = 1.6 x 10-19C;  n(p)  is the density of electrons (holes); n (p) is the effective 
mobility of electrons (holes); Dn (Dp) is the diffusion coefficient for electrons (holes); E 
is the electric field intensity; R is the carrier recombination ratio; N is the total doping 
density; S is the dielectric constant of the semiconductor;   is the electric potential; 
and  is the Laplace differential operator.  

Equations (6–8) can be solved using the known values of parameters, such as  
n(p), n (p),  Dn (Dp), R, and N. The contradictory nature of this problem lies in the 
fact that the values of the mentioned parameters can be calculated quite accurately 
using the formulas from the physics of semiconductors, if we know the physical states 
of the analyzed semiconductor structure, but the physical states can be calculated 
when we know the values of the parameters in formulas (6–8). To overcome this 
inconsistency, the authors propose combining the stages of circuit and physical 
design into a common iterative process. Therefore, it is advisable to combine the 
calculation of the electrical characteristics of the VLSI with the calculation of the 
physical parameters, and perform these calculations through iterations with the 
subsequent refinement of the physical and electrical models of the VLSI components. 
These processes can be formalized by dividing component models into a number of 
sublevels.        

Fig. 2 illustrates a possible diagram of computation of carrier densities  n(p) 
required in the solution of set (6–8). In order not to overload our presentation with 
unnecessary details, we present the formulas borrowed from textbooks on the 
semiconductor physics [8, 12] in the form of simplified notation. We use the following 
notation: (x1, x2 , x3, …) → y  is the symbolic representation of a certain equation from 
the semiconductor physics, which determines physical variable (or parameter) y as a 
function of physical variables (parameters) x1, x2 , x3, … . We can consider such a 
notation as mapping input variables (x1, x2 , x3, …) into output variable  y.   

The following physical notation in Fig.2  is used: Eg0  is the gap energy; EFn and 
EFp are the quasi-Fermi energies for electrons and holes, respectively; EC0 and EV0 
are the effective normalized energies of the bottom of the conductivity zone and 
ceiling of the valence zone, respectively; ED and EA are the activation energies of 
donors and acceptors, respectively; N is the summarized doping density at the 
considered region of the substrate;  ND and NA are the densities of donors and 
acceptors, respectively; T is temperature; Tion is the temperature of ionized gas; NC0 
and NV0 are the normalized densities of free levels in the conductivity and valence 
zones, respectively; (n)

1/2 and  (p)
1/2 are the Fermi statistic functions for electrons 

and holes, respectively;  m*n and m*p are the effective masses of electrons and holes, 
respectively;  nie  is  the intrinsic carrier density, and other symbols are formal 
parameters required for model synthesis.     

 
Possible input variables and parameters: 

                              {Eg0 , EFn , EFp , EC0 , EV0,, ED , EA , N, S , ND ,NA , T, Tion ,  NC0 , NV0}  

           

Stage 1. {Formula 1.1: (EFn, T ) (n)
1/2 , (EFp, T ) (p)

1/2; Formula 1.2: (T) m*n, (T ) m*p;           
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              Formula 1.3: (E, EFn, T ) fn, (E, EFp, T) fp; Formula 1.4: (T, ND, NA) nie, (T, ND, NA, 

S)nie; 

              Formula 1.5:  ( T ) a1 , a2 , a3 , ( N ) a }    

Stage 2. {Formula 2.1:  (, Eg0 ) E , C ; Formula 2.2:  (m*n , T ) NC , (m*p , T ) NV ;                             

                Formula 2.3: (m*n, m*p, S, ND, NA) ; Formula 2.4: (S, ND, NA, Tion, n/EFn, 

p/EFp);  

                Formula 2.5: (a1, a2, a3, ND, NA) nie}  

Stage 3. {Formula 3.1: (EC0 , E , Eg0) EC; Formula 3.2:    (EV0 , V , Eg0) EV ;  

                Formula 3.3: (ND ,NA , , S) G; Formula 3.4:    (ND , NA , ,  S ) DA  }   

Stage 4.  {Formula  4.1: (m*n, E, EC ) gC; Formula 4.2:    (m*p , E, EV) gV ;   

                 Formula 4.3: (E, EV, G) F(); Formula 4.4:  (ND ,ED , E, DA) gp ;  

                 Formula 4.5: (NA, EA, E, DA) gA}   

Stage 5.   {Formula 5.1: (F(), G , m*n) gC; Formula 5.2: (F(), G, m*p ) gV  } 

Stage 6.   {Formula 6.1: (fn, gC ) n; (fp, gV) p; Formula 6.2: (ni0 , EFn , T)  n; (ni0, EFp, T)p; 

                 Formula 6.3: (fn, gC, gD) n ; (fp, gV, gA) p; Formula 6.4: ((n)
1/2, NC) n; ((p)

1/2, NV) p; 

                 Formula 6.5: (nie, , Fn, T) n; (nie, , Fp ,T ) p } 

 

Output parameters = { n, p } 

 
Fig. 2. Stages of computation of the n and p parameters 

 
As can be seen from in Fig. 2, the calculation of the n and p parameters can be 

represented as a multi-stage computational process, and each step includes several 
alternative formulas, each of which gives the best accuracy for certain physical 
conditions, but may be unsuitable if those conditions are not met. So choosing the 
right formula depends on what we have and what need. 

For example, suppose that for a certain region of the semiconductor structure, 
the following characteristics are specified: substrate temperature T and electric field 
strength E, and also physical and technological parameters of the substrate EFn , EFp , 
ND , NA , εS, and  EС  (the meaning of these notation is described above). Then the 
process of calculating the densities of electrons (n) and holes (p) in this 
semiconductor region can be constructed in the following sequence. 

Stage 1. Using given T, we compute mn* and mp* by Formula 1.2, and using 
given E, EFn, and EFp, we compute fn and fp by Formula 1.3.   

Stage 2. Using given ND, NA, εS, and fn, fp, obtained at Stage 1, we compute 
parameter λ.  

Stage 3. Using given ND, NA, εS, and λ obtained at Stage 2, we compute 
parameter G by Formula 3.3.  

Stage 4. Using given EV, EC, and G obtained at Stage 3, we compute parameter 
F(η) by Formula 4.3.  

Stage 5. Using mn*, mp* obtained at Stage 1, G obtained at Stage 3, and F(η) 
obtained at Stage 4, we compute gC and gV by Formula 5.1.  

Stage 6. Using fn, fp obtained at Stage 1 and gC, gV obtained at Stage 5, we 
compute the desired values n and p by Formula 6.1.  
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Thus, in this example, the depth of model training for calculating the n and p 
parameters is six levels. Just in the same way, the similar structure diagrams can be 
built for calculation of physical parameters  n (p), Dn (Dp), and R.   

For comparison, it should be noted that in the deep learning technologies used, 
say, in solving pattern recognition problems, each next level of training is built on the 
assumption that the models of the previous levels remain unchanged. However, 
a feature of the approach that we propose is that the deep learning process is 
implemented under the assumption of the possible adaptation of models at all levels 
of simulation. This approach can be implemented in CAD if iterative procedures are 
used to build models of VLSI components that provide for the subsequent refinement 
of models at each iteration. The software implementation of this approach provides for 
the creation of some control software modules (adapters), which analyze the current 
physical conditions of the semiconductor substrate, and, based on some specified 
criteria, form corresponding particular parameter models, adapting the calculations in 
accordance with current conditions. A possible structural diagram of a simulation 
system including adapters is shown in Fig. 3. 
                                                                             Input  variables/parameters   

 

 

         

                                                                                      Particular model of level 1  

                                                                                                       

 

 

 
                                                                                              

                                                                                              Particular model of level 2                                                                               

                                                                             . . . 

 

 

 

                                                                                      

                                                                                    Desired parameters 

Adapter 1 Particular 

criteria 1 

Alternative particular 

models of level 1 

Adapter 2 Particular 

criteria 2 

Alternative particular 

models of level 2 

Adapter N Particular 

criteria N 

Alternative particular 

models of level N 

 
Fig. 3. Hierarchical structure of the adaptive multi-level simulation system 

 
Some details of the computer implementation of this deep learning method can 

be found in the authors’ article [8]. Obviously, such an approach can be implemented 
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not only for VLSI design, but also for solving problems, in which model adaptation and 
their hierarchical organization are fundamental properties of a complex object simula-
ting system. The high efficiency of the described approach of hierarchical organization 
of models was confirmed using this approach with a computer-aided design system, 
with the help of which a number of analog integrated circuits of operational amplifiers 
with unique electrical characteristics were developed [9]. 
 

Conclusion 
The development of methods for computer processing data models of very large 

dimensions expands significantly the capabilities of information technologies both in 
traditional fields (for example, such as processing large flows of data in computer 
networks, advertising on the Internet, marketing, finance, ecology, sociology, search 
engines), and in those that until recently were outside the field of attention of 
researchers (such as engineering design).  

Despite the significant differences in the goals and methods of data processing in 
different areas of information technology, common to all of them is the orientation to 
standard hardware, on the basis of which a number of special mathematical methods 
and specialized software are implemented. The key properties of the mentioned 
software are the decomposition and reduction of data models. 

Google’s experience shows that the MapReduce computational model allows the 
decomposition and reduction of data models for a wide class of problems typical for 
modern information technology, and makes it possible the efficient processing data of 
very large dimensions using standard equipment. 

In this article, the authors propose to draw the attention of researchers to 
mathematical methods and algorithms for processing large data models, which, as in 
the case of the MapReduce model, allow the decomposition and reduction of data 
models. Most likely, here we can talk about specialized methods used to solve 
specific problems of computer simulation of objects of great complexity. In particular, 
two such methods are considered in the article: processing state models of complex 
objects described by systems of ordinary differential equations with singular 
perturbations, and forming hierarchical deep learning models in VLSI design 
problems.  

The authors will consider that the objectives of the article will be achieved if the 
materials of the article serve as an incentive for the reader interested in further 
research on the issues discussed in this article. 
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